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Building Basics: Routine Engine Maintenance

lubricating the engine, the oil sys- tem cools, cleans ... seal and cleaning the magneto inter- nal parts. Be sure to ... A gasket and some shop time are cheap com- pared to re-facing a cylinder exhaust port or ... your pricey instruments from dan-. 
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Nuts & Bolts



THE COST OF REPAIRING “MODern” piston engines has seen some dramatic increases in recent years. Parts are costly, shop time is costly, and for many, the cost of replacement for their aging engines has grown out of reach. With these forces at work, it’s in your best interest to get as much longevity as possible out of each and every engine component. This is done with preventive maintenance, routine inspections, and timely repairs. There are a number of ways to protect your powerplant investment, and the most obvious and important system for the life of your engine is the oil system. Besides lubricating the engine, the oil system cools, cleans, provides hydraulic action, and coats internal engine parts to resist corrosion.



important. If the oil’s too thin, it won’t provide adequate protection, under load and at high temperatures. If the oil’s too thick, it won’t flow quickly enough to engine parts to protect them from metal-to-metal contact. To eliminate the guesswork, the engine manufacturer publishes these recommendations in the appropriate service information. An oil analysis program is a valuable tool in tracking engine condition. Its value is negligible as a “one time” test, but results over multiple samples can reveal important engine trends and conditions.



Routine Engine Maintenance



Lubrication Basics Regular oil changes based upon calendar time and operating hours are important. Condensation forms in an inactive engine, and an oil change will be required with no accumulated hours on the Hobbs meter. The type of filtration your engine 92 NOVEMBER 2003



Keeping your pistons pulsing MIKE LEASURE uses also affects your oil change interval. Spin-on paper element filters provide the best protection and the longest times possible between oil changes. The wire mesh filter can keep large things, like hedgehogs, out of your oil but will contribute little to keeping the system clean. At each oil change cut open the filter to reveal signs of impending failure. Some minor metal flakes are normal, but if you can read a part number on the errant chunk, it’s time to investigate. Change your oil according to the manufacturer’s service bulletin recommendations. The color of the oil is a valuable diagnostic tool for determining cylinder and piston ring condition but should not be used as a basis for oil change intervals. The choice of oil viscosity is also



Don’t Ignore the Ignition The ignition system is next on the inspection and service list. Typically, ignition system failures demand attention. The sound of an engine missing over inhospitable terrain will get the attention of most owner/operators. What is less obvious, but just as important, is proper magneto timing, which may be out of tolerance due to magneto wear. This can have a dramatic impact on the cylinder head temperatures. An advanced timing position increases
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the heat and pressure the cylinders must endure, which shortens their life dramatically. I recently performed a top overhaul on my Stinson 108-1 for this very reason. I purchased it in annual, flew it 60 hours before the next annual was due, and paid dearly for not checking the timing position myself. The problems surfaced as low compression on two cylinders. Further investigation revealed the cylinders were cracked in their exhaust port area. They also had signs of overheating including cooked rings and discolored paint. The new cylinders were installed and the timing checked as part of the routine annual inspection. The timing had been set incorrectly and was 10 degrees advanced from the recommended setting. I set it to the value in the manual, and my cylinder head temperatures dropped in half. This is an extreme example, but even small variations in timing position can adversely affect engine performance. Your detonation margin is reliant upon the mixture and timing being set as recommended. Typical inspections to keep the ignition system in top shape include magneto timing, point condition, lead condition, and spark plug wear. Over the years I’ve also had instances of oil inside the magnetos. This is a failure of the front seal of the magneto and is repaired by replacing the seal and cleaning the magneto internal parts. Be sure to renew the special bearing grease, and be respectful of internal timing if you perform this operation yourself.



Fuel System Strategies Check the fuel system as part of your routine engine maintenance. Start with the gascolator, the “bowl” at the lowest point of the fuel system that’s designed to capture water and particulates in the fuel. Let the fuel settle for a few minutes prior to taking a sample, to allow the agitated water and particles to fall to the bottom. If you find particles in the fuel, identify their composition and



investigate their origin. I once found a half-cup of paint chips in a newly stripped and painted Cherokee. I also found more than a quart of water in one wing tank of a Citabria. I drained a flood of fluid out, saw no separation of fuel and water, and noticed the liquid was clear instead of blue or red or amber. A quick smell verified it was all water and no fuel. An often-neglected part of the fuel system is the finger strainer at the carburetor or injector. This is a



very fine mesh fuel screen that is the system’s “last chance” filter. It catches contaminants that originate from the gascolator to the fuel inlet. A deteriorating hose or seal in this area can deposit materials in the finger screen. If you find too many particles, or too much water, your engine investment may be at risk— not to mention your neck.



Baffles & Seals One of the less obvious powerplant preservation exercises is repairing



Both demand Cleveland. Cleveland’s replacement parts are tough, reliable and designed to work in the original Cleveland wheel and brake system. And more than 90% of the General Aviation aircraft manufacturers today test, specify and insist on Cleveland wheels and brakes, and no other. Pilots and mechanics know the Cleveland green box means equipment that they can believe in.



At the heart of every Cleveland wheel and brake system lies integrity that leaves no room for compromise. Each integrated system is precisely engineered and fully tested–and worth asking for by name. Back your knowledge, commitment and passion for aviation with a name you can trust. Say, “Give me Cleveland” and see how easy it is to be demanding.



Cleveland Wheels & Brakes Parker Hannifin Corporation • Aircraft Wheel & Brake Division Technical Service Hotline: 800 272-5464 1160 Center Road • Avon, Ohio 44011 • 440 937-1315 • Fax 440 937-5409 E-mail: [email protected] • Web site: www.parker.com/cleveland © 2001 Parker Hannifin Corporation



For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org
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and replacing cooling baffles and seals. Deteriorated baffles and seals allow hot spots to form on the cylinders. At best, this shortens cylinder life. At worst, it causes preignition, detonation, or total engine failure. Over the years I’ve used many techniques to determine the condition of the baffles and seals. The most effective method is to shine a light inside the top cowl. If light escapes out of the cowl, so does your precious cooling air. A quick glance at the seals will tell if they are bent in toward the air plenum or bent outward. Inward bending is desirable because as the
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The color of the oil is a valuable diagnostic tool for determining cylinder and piston ring condition but should not be used as a basis for oil change intervals. air fills the cowl it presses the seals harder against the cowling, creating a better seal. I use high temperature silicone to seal minor leaks. Larger leaks are repaired with the materials originally installed on the aircraft. In a homebuilt, you can repair, replace, and redesign as you see fit.



Exhaust-ing The exhaust system cannot be overlooked. If you’ve priced mufflers and risers recently, you know what I mean. Exhaust systems operate in a harsh environment and will need to be repaired and replaced frequently, but routine maintenance can extend this interval. If you get an exhaust leak at the exhaust gasket, replace it immediately. Continued operation will erode the cylinder port or the flange, or both. A gasket and some shop time are cheap compared to re-facing a cylinder exhaust port or replacing a riser. 94
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Mounts & Miscellaneous The condition of engine mount bushings is critical to the health of your engine and airframe. Worn engine mount bushings will not isolate your expensive radio stack or your pricey instruments from dangerous vibration. If the spinner is no longer aligned with the cowl, or the mounts are visibly cracked or weather checked, replace them. Many problems with airframes and engines can be traced to vibration as a result of poor isolators. Fatigue cracks, shortened instrument and radio life, and lowered time before overhaul may all be traced to worn mounts. Some airplanes have notoriously short mount life. My 150-hp Citabria 7GCAA, for instance, consumed engine mounts at an alarming rate—a new set every 40 hours. Replacing them with the Lord mounts used on the newer Citabrias solved this problem. The engine system checks would not be complete without looking at the induction system. If you perform an oil analysis and it shows high silicone content, you probably have a leaking inlet duct or a poor performing filter. I’ve found the replaceable foam element filters to offer the best protection. I also look at the ducts, clamps, and couplers



in this area for leaks. Deteriorated induction tube couplers can also allow unfiltered air into the engine. This location is particularly bad because the mixture is leaned and the engine is contaminated. The lean mixture may not be bad enough to cause engine roughness at first, but it will increase cylinder head and exhaust temperatures, which shortens engine life.



PROPELLERS



High temperature silicone doesn’t stop this sort of leak, so don’t even bother trying. A good way to test an exhaust system for cracks and pinholes is to pressurize it with a wet/dry vacuum. Connect the hose to the vacuum’s “blow” port and tape the other end in the exhaust pipe. Then squirt soapy water on the muffler, flanges, gaskets, and risers. Expect leakage at EGT probes, couplers, and seams. All other areas are suspect. Unfortunately, mufflers rust from the inside. Frequent flights at full operating temperature are the only way to burn out the condensation and acids that cause the pinholes of corrosion.



It seems like many things can deteriorate on an engine, and it can be overwhelming to consider the possibilities of failure scenarios. For me, the worry helps pass the time on cross-country flights. But seriously, it motivates me to take a closer look each time I’m under the cowling. I have two goals when I work on my engine: cost savings and safety, and not in that order.



for Experimental Aircraft best in safety, performance, durability constant speed propellers for 150 to 600 HP



www.aerocomposites.com Phone: (860) 829-6809



Email: [email protected]



Undeniably the Best! Ultimate Bar Graph Engine Analyzer (UBG-16)



Still: The sharpest, most stable display The easiest to use and install The most powerful features STC’d & PMA’d



EI’s New Fast Response EGT Probes EI’s New Fast Response Probe Probe Tips



(Actual Size)



EI’s Standard Probe The FASTEST, most reliable ungrounded EGT Probes available!



The best engine analyzer starts with an ungrounded EGT probe! Ask us why.



Electronics International Inc. Phone: (541) 318-6060 Fax: (541) 318-7575 [email protected] For more details visit: www.Buy-EI.com For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org
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Building Basics: Preventive Maintenance Tips 

your aircraft's engine properly lubricated. ... heavier the engine oil, the better it .... ganlc deposits in the combustion chamber and cause potential pre-lg- chamber ...
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Building Basics: Electrical System Basics 

an electrical system is relatively complex, this how-to guide tackles the electrical foundation of ... tube and stall detection vane, and then ... feature dual alternators, dual voltage regulators ... George Wilhelmsen holds a commercial certificate 
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Building Basics: Roundabouts 

it's important to use the right wash- er for each job. A typical ... A field guide to aircraft washers. Greg Laslo ... even Friday-night dirt-track car-rac- ing guys use AN ...
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Building Basics: Spark Plugs 

to more than $50, and eight to 12 plugs per engine, spark plugs become ... the surface areas in the combustion chamber exceed a critical limit or if the spark plug ...
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Building Basics: Riveting Techniques 

As with all other facets of riveting, practice using this tool on scrap that is identical to the material you ulti- mately want to work on. It takes practiceâ€”and patience.
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Building Basics: Gauging Aluminum 

ist in nature as a free metal, but aluminum oxide, the raw material needed to produce .... Weight & Balance. â€¢ Inspection & Testing. NON EAA MEMBERS $389.
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Building Basics: Making Holes 

holes in wood or building materials. ... ing holes or drill larger holes in two .... Black. 3/16. Brass from drilling into an underlying structure that doesn't need a hole.
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Building Basics: Corralling Cable 

Affordable! More features, less cost. Just add a GPS/COM & transponder ... Visa/M.C., call (804) 353-1713. Fax 359-2618. SI-FOLD. DOORS! 507-426-8273.
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Building Basics: Fatigue 

HTP lets you get precise, professional results on any critical aircraft weld. America Inc. EAA03. HTP is your source for Migs, TIGs, Auto-Darkening. Helmets and ...
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Building Basics: Stress Risers 

STRUCTURAL FAILURES OF AIR- craft components are always severe and often costly both in material and life. The most common component failure is a.
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Building Basics: Wire Size 

Home Depot recently for about $35 in the aisle that has the material for installing computer and cable TV coaxial cable. With this crimping tool you can also buy a ...
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Building Basics: Tube Talk 

"Big deal," you might say. "What makes it so versatile, and why are steel tube fuselages made of the stuff?" We don't need to know about how steel is pro-.
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building basics Fasten-ating 

Tension pulls on the bolt; shear forces try ... yet in a double-shear situation, where it is supported in ... the tensile strength (measured in pounds per square inch,.
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Building basics: Pushrod Secrets 

Mark the rivet hole locations on a piece of masking tape and trim it to a butt fit. Then wrap it around the end of the tube, which has been cut with a tubing cutter to ...
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Building basics: Pushrod Secrets 

then mount the plugs in each end with six high-strength blind rivets spaced evenly around the circumfer- ence of the tube. Here's potential trouble. It's tough.
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Building Basics: Cable Corral 

BUILDERS USE MANY FASTENers to connect the parts and pieces of their airplanes, and one of the handiest is the ubiquitous nylon tie wrap (or cable tie/strap) ...
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Building Basics: Lecture Circuits 

course along the wiring diagram to ensure every connection is ... Katie, bar the door. The system that causes the ... bell-shaped object. The former is an in-line ...
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Building Basics: Composites 

structural sand- wich. For exam- .... full benefit of its adhesive propertiesâ€”without adding unnecessary ... Cut and sand composite materials with care because ...
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Building Basics: Safety Dance 

that it can't fall off the plane in flight. Several different methods are used to secure aircraft hardware: safety wire, cotter pins, self-locking nuts, and lock washers.
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Building Basics: Aircraft Fabric 

TAPE IS CUT. â€” -/ON 45"ANGLE ... FINISHING TAPE CUT. EL 10 SELVASE EPGE .... Finishing Tapeâ€”A strip of fabric cut normally with a pinked (serrated) ...
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Building Basics: Gauging Aluminum 

RESISTANT SANDWICH. A VERY THIN COATING OF CORROSION. RESISTANT .... money can buy. It doesn't cost any more than old-fashioned methods and it ...
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Building Basics: Fundamental Security 

in a pattern, such as a square or triangle, and when you must safety parts in an electrical sys- tem where accessibility or frequent removal makes the double-twist.
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Building Basics: Riveting Equipment 

Rosie the Riveter used during. World War II. Designers have made some progress in rivet gun ergonomics and reduced the vibration in bucking bars to enhance ...
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Building Basics: Clear Objective 

dowâ€”after that, even, if you can get away with it. That said, don't .... Silicon, such as Dow Corning. RTV sealant, will weatherproof the window seams. Mesiarik ...
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